
Backend Software Developer

At Gray Wolf, we are passionate about pioneering the future of virtual assets by

delivering the security and risk mitigation experience of the 21st Century.

By building the most advanced collaborative intelligence and communication platform

in the world, we can rapidly understand the risks of virtual assets and cryptocurrency in

a way that will forever reduce the use of Cryptocurrencies and Blockchain as vehicles

for criminal activity. Defi, Cryptocurrency, and Virtual Assets represent a rapidly growing

and revolutionary field of technology that can forever change how data is viewed and

dealt with. By enabling the world to have security and peace of mind when using these

technologies, we can pioneer their worldwide adoption and endorsement. Working on

our backend systems and API will be the main focus of this position. If the applicant

shows an aptitude for frontend development, full-stack is an option as well.

A strong candidate must be driven and passionate about solving real-world problems

who has graduate from a relevant Bachelors or Master program i.e: Computer Science,

Software Engineering, and other related fields. Your responsibilities will include:

- Working directly with our clients who include some of the world’s leading

intelligence and risk-mitigation companies with regards to Virtual Assets and

Blockchain

- Collaborating with various software and data analytics teams to meet our

software goals

- Working on a state-of-the-art intelligence communication platform designed to

develop a holistic understanding of Cryptocurrency and Virtual Asset Risk



What we are looking for

- Understanding of web server development and REST communications over the

internet

- Experience with python development, unit testing, and docker

- BS minimum in the areas of Computer Science/Engineering, Data Engineering or

other related fields

- A willingness to think creatively and solve complex issues

- The excitement towards developing meaningful software to solve real problems

- A belief in the practices of agile software development

Why work with us?

- Be a major part of pioneering Blockchain, Smart Contract, Defi, and Virtual Asset

Technology

- Work directly with clients and see their feedback and enjoyment with the

software you develop

- Lots of room in the company to grow and the potential to develop meaningful

equity ownership

- Freedom and flexibility in work-life balance

- Have your voice be heard and have independence and an opportunity to have a

real impact

If this job posting excites you, you can see yourself in this role, and you would like an

opportunity to learn more about this exciting career opportunity and our innovative

start-up team, please get in touch! We would love to hear from you. If this sounds like

someone you know, please share it with them!

Contact information: info@graywolfai.com

mailto:info@graywolfai.com


“It’s easier to invent the future than to predict it.” -- Alan Kay

“We must learn to think together in an integrated, synergistic fashion, rather than in

fragmented and competitive ways” -- Joanna Macy


